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SS Edmund Fitzgerald
By Maxime Samson

Most Canadians have heard the iconic song “the Wreck of the
Edmund Fitzgerald” by Gordon Lightfoot. However, some might be
surprised to learn he is singing about a true story. The SS Edmund
Fitzgerald was the largest ship to have sailed the Great Lakes at the
time of 1971, though this is not why many people remember it.

It was not until 7:49 that other ships in the surrounding area
would realize something was wrong. At this time a search for surviving crew members was conducted; however, not a soul was
found. In may of 1976 the wreck would be investigated. It was discovered that on the surface the ship had snapped in two and sunk
almost immediately giving barely any warning to the crew memThe Edmund Fitzgerald was built in 1958 and sailed for 17
years before that fateful day. During its 748 voyages, it is estimat- bers. One hypothesis of why the Edmund Fitzgerald sank is the
mysterious phenomenon known as the “3 sisters”. It is three subed that the vessel traveled the equivalent distance of 44 trips
around the earth. The engineering behind the ship was astounding sequent rogue waves expected to be 56 ft tall, that hit the vessel.
for the time, as a fresh water ship it was expected to have at least After the first one hits, the second one hits immediately after and
finally the third just as quick. This is only known to happen on Lake
a 50-year career. Nicknames were even given to it, one of them
Superior, and scientists aren’t sure why.
being “Titanic of The Great Lakes”, a name it would live up to.
The Edmund Fitzgerald would be the 240th ship to lay rest in
On November 9, 1975 the Edmund Fitzgerald would leave
Wisconsin carrying 26,535 tons of taconite ore. A storm was bound Whitefish Bay and still resides in its icy grave to this day. Gordon
to cross Lake Superior at 7 am. A decision had to be made by cap- Lightfoot said “The Lake, it is said, never gives up her dead”, which
has been kept true for the 29 crew members who were never
tain Earnest M. McSorley to either stick to the original south
brought back to their families.
bound route or avoid much of the storm by sticking to the north
shore of the lake. He chose the faster option of the already
planned route which would seal the fate of the crew. At 1 am the
wind began to pick up going 96 km/h, regretting his previous decision the captain decide to steer the ship towards the north shore.
As the Edmund Fitzgerald headed towards Whitefish Bay, snow
started to fall and their radar malfunction making them effectively
blind. At this point the Edmund Fitzgerald was taking on water and
had a list (the excess weight aboard the ship caused it to float at
an angle). Knowing the ship was on its last leg, it’s almost as
though Lake Superior knew it had to up the ante in order to sink it.
The winds grew to 139 km/h and the waves towered at 7.6m or 25
ft high. The last call made out from McSorley was “We are holding
our own”, the ship along with the 29 crew members would sink
minutes later at 7:10 am.
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STUDENT RUN, STUDENT FUN — GET INVOLVED!
By: Blake Havill, VP Publications

Hello students of the engineering
faculty. As you can see the ESS has a
new executive council for the 20192020 year. Our ability to promote engineering on campus and within our faculty hinges on YOU getting involved
and making a difference in your school
community.

as being socially awkward, and as well for their penchant for beer. During your time at Lakehead University you will likely perfect one or both
of these stereotypes, but these are easy to beat—just come out, meet
lots of new people and find a new comfort zone.

Meet new friends & create future business connections: University is a
great place to meet people and Lakehead Engineering has one of the
best student bodies in Canada. Why? Well not only do we have one of
the most diverse selection of students in terms of age and ability, we
also run one of the largest engineering bridging programs, which allows
College graduates from coast to coast to get their degree here. This is a
huge advantage for you, because most of the people you meet will also
be new to Thunder Bay and bring a culturally diverse background with
them. Once you make friends, you will also be building relationships
that will help you not only get through school, but into a good career as
well. For myself, this has meant that my previous experience in the aviation industry won’t go to waste as I use my colleagues’ contacts all
across the country.

Learn new skills: Before joining the ESS executive, I had no interest in
writing newspaper articles or helping publish a paper, but I ended up
doing it anyways. I also learned how to organize engineering events,
work with bureaucratic organizations, make posters, create the ENGenda as well as work with a myriad of local business and professionals and
students.

Organization and time management: If you’re going to volunteer or
participate in events, it really is not that strenuous—provided you manage your time wisely. For example, if you’ve committed to volunteering
or competing at Lakehead’s Engineering Competition, you should really
One of the best and most encouraging make sure that all your homework that you had planned to do that day,
things I’ve seen this year is the amount is done the day before. This juggling of school and engineering events
of student involvement! If you haven’t will make you more efficient and will also build upon skills that will help
gotten involved yet, I would strongly recommend it, and here’s why:
you in the future.

If you missed the directorship positions that we posted in September,
there’s still a lot of opportunities for you to get involved. This organization is student run, by students, for students, so if you have suggestions
for existing events or suggestions for new ones, your input is important.

I have a friend who constantly reminds me that you get out what you
put in. Volunteering or participating in ESS events is the best way to ensure you get the most out of your time at Lakehead, and I only hope you
Build the skills that will help you later in life: If you have a bit of experitake advantage of it!! If you want to get involved simply walk down to
ence working, you’ve probably already realized that there’s more to enUC-0015 or email any of the current executives on the next page. If you
gineering than just math and science. How you interact with people is
don’t have the time to commit to volunteering, make sure you come
extremely important in getting you that next promotion, or allowing you
out to the events-it’ll be worth it.
to take time off, or even simply getting along. Good communication
skills will allow you to understand what your company wants from you
and will allow you to convey your needs to your company. These skills
are difficult to learn out of a textbook and can easily be mastered by
coming to a lot of engineering events! Engineers are sometimes known
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THE ESS

THE 2019/2020 ESS EXECUTIVE
By: the ESS

The Engineering Student Society (ESS) of
Lakehead University is an organization
that collaborates with students, professors and industry professionals to enhance the quality of students’ education
experience at LU. The purpose of our organization is:

President: Joshua Foster
VP External: Brianne Walford
VP Finance: Randolf Seccafien
VP Internal: Evan Cline
VP Publications: Blake Havill
VP Social: Luke Sawyer

•

To publicly promote the science of engineering and the knowledge of its
membership in connection with all facets of engineering.

•

To promote and support educational,
social and athletic events

•

To provide information to the membership regarding all professional engineering organizations

•

To promote the history and traditions
of the profession of engineering

•

To hold and attend conferences,
meetings and exhibitions for the discussion of engineering problems and the
exchange of views in matters related to
engineering

•

To maintain and uphold the objectives
of the ESS and to constantly encourage
membership participation in ESS endeavours.

VP Sponsorship: Ben Martin

Josh

Brianne

Randy

Evan

Are you interested
in
VOLUNTEERING?
Contact us at
ess@lakeheadu.ca

Blake

Luke

Ben
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FYIC
By: Victoria Carlyle
This past November, I had the opportunity to go to the First Year Integration Conference held in Toronto and hosted by the Engineering Student Society Council of Ontario. It was a phenomenal experience for professional development, networking and understanding engineering culture all over Ontario.
During the day, we spent up to 8 hours listening to guest speakers and lectures. Our sessions covered everything from the importance of diversity in engineering, to positive self-talk and prioritizing your commitments to make yourself effective at timemanagement.
One of the things that stuck with me the most from a session is the way that engineers tend to glorify the engineering-type lifestyle
that’s built on breaking yourself to achieve your academic goals. All of our guest speakers were incredibly successful individuals that had
been presidents of their own societies or executive members of ESSCO. The one thing that they shared in common was burnout. They all
warned us against working ourselves to the point we had nothing left for ourselves. However, messages were mixed because these people
that had broken themselves trying to get to the top had done so, and were now very well-respected individuals. It brings into question
what we should truly be valuing as engineers. There is no question that engineering is academically challenging. However, it is important
not to get caught up in the stigma that engineering is all textbooks and physics. In reality, engineering is anything but.
After sessions were over for the day, true engineering culture came out. Every school puts their own unique spin on engineering traditions and it is a beautiful mess. McMaster stands out with their aggressive fireball-red covies, Waterloo sports their pride with
‘ENGINEERING’ written down the leg, and Lakehead, we have our iconic white stripes. The common spaces are a bustle of first years trading patches, trying in vain to obtain a “K for Karleton”, an infamous peach patch, or even a legendary ‘Carpe Wafflem.’ Trading doesn’t stop
at patches; people are ripping seams to trade pockets, legs or even arms. Hotel rooms are rowdy with more than one game of yeehaw being played at a time. Experienced VPXs are arguing over the rules, while first years just watch and pray that eventually they’ll understand.
All the while students are sneaking through hallways stealing mascots, trying to achieve a theft as iconic as the loosening of the moose.
Conclusively, engineers are a mess. We have too many assignments to do, labs to hand in on time and midterms to study for. However, what makes engineering worth it is the culture that you get to be a part of when exams have been written and term papers have
been handed in. For me, the best part of FYIC was seeing that the professional community of engineers is made up of students exactly like
me: passionate about engineering and trying their best. FYIC was such an influential experience that has made me want to get more involved with ESS at Lakehead and engineering culture in general. I really can’t thank the Lakehead ESS enough for this opportunity, the people I’ve met and the things I’ve learned from it.
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Physiotherapy Degree Project

What is the CFES?

By: Cody Robson

By: Brianne Walford

Physical activities such as running, cycling, and weightlifting extensively make use of the calf muscles. In the absence of
proper stretching exercises, engagement of the calf muscles
often results in muscular imbalances, which can in turn lead to
muscle strain, reduced flexibility, and a greater potential for
injury. One of the most common implements for relieving
strain and addressing muscle knots in the leg is the foam roller, but this solution can be difficult to apply effectively to the
calf muscles. The primary issue with the foam roller and similar existing implements is the inherent difficulty in pressing
down with enough force on the lower leg for effective massage therapy. Compounding this difficulty is the fact that the
leg must be extended during use, producing tension in the calf
muscles and limiting force applied to the deeper muscles in
the calf.

The Canadian Federation of Engineering Students (CFES)
is a bilingual, national student organization that represents all
Canadian engineering students. As a member of CFES, Lakehead has the opportunity to have a voice on national motions
and network with other universities across the country and
take back best practices. The goal of the CFES is to enhance
the student experience with opportunities to develop leadership, professionalism, ethical qualities, engineering identity,
technical proficiency, and communication. Established in 1967
by students from Universite Laval the idea soon gained traction. The idea was to include as many engineering schools in
Canada as possible. It is now the only organisations that represents all engineering students in Canada.

Each year, the CFES hosts a number of annual engineering
conferences ranging from leadership, EDI, and sustainability.
These conferences are open to all ESS members to apply for
and are excellent opportunities to network and develop personal leadership skills. It is highly suggested you take a look at
In view of the aforementioned issues of unwanted tension and the stances the CFES takes on behalf of students and their
limited force, the Assisted Physiotherapy Device offers a com- time at university. They have something from students who
are in first year all the way to students finishing their educaprehensive solution that is specifically targeted for the calf
tion. If you have any questions about the CFES or anything the
muscles. The user’s leg is secured in a comfortable support
ESS does externally, reach out to the VP External
that is positioned to allow for full relaxation of the calf muscles, and an electro-mechanical massaging element is applied
from below. Applied force is fully controlled by the user
through an intuitive smartphone app as the massage element
moves both lengthwise and widthwise along the calf. The user
can choose to control the movement of the massage element
through the smartphone app for targeted massage, or to
simply set the desired pressure and use a pre-programmed
massage path.
The Assisted Physiotherapy device incorporates many elements of engineering theory and design to achieve one comprehensive solution. The massaging element of the device is
attached to a linear actuator, which is in turn attached to a
carriage driven by two servo motors for lateral and longitudinal motion. The carriage system is a custom design using 3Dprinted parts and simple mechanical devices such as bearings,
belts, and guiding rods. The electro-mechanical motor system
is driven by a high-speed microcontroller unit that receives
commands from the user’s smartphone app via Bluetooth
communication. In order to ensure that the applied pressure
remains constant, a feedback control system is incorporated
using a force sensor on the end of the massaging element.
Proper functionality of the Assisted Physiotherapy device requires analog, digital, and mechanical engineering systems to
work in tandem as one integrated unit.

CFES— FCEG
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Thunderbirds Degree Project
By: Adrian Jones
As Spring and our project’s deadline fast approaches, our
team, the Thunderbirds, is working through the airborne
hurdles of flight. Based on the 2020 SAE Aero Micro-class
problem statement, our 4th year design group is focussing
on the fundamentals of flight. We are tasked with designing
and preparing a functioning prototype, small-scale RC airplane capable of carrying PVC tubes, performing a flight circuit, and it must be able to fit into a small box when disassembled then resembled in as short of time as possible. The
task compiles typical flight design criteria to maximize aircraft lift to offset the payload weight, provide enough thrust
for lift and to counter the forces of drag, ensure strong reliable control to traverse a flight path, and innovative design
for quick assembly.
No members of our group have any background in RC planes
or aeronautics; however, we have quickly divided our efforts
and used our engineering knowledge to study the various
factions of an aircraft. A huge support in our efforts has
been the Engineering Makerspace here at Lakehead. This
has helped us produce airfoil profiles for testing aerodynamics and other components through 3D printing. This has
been a prevailing technology with which our capability to
make prototypes has been expedited. We have currently
wind tunnel tested several potential airfoil profiles, considering NACA shapes as well as our own inspirations. Power
system components have also been tested for thrust and
will be used to educate our final selection. These tests provide valuable data to help us determine the ideal components for our plane's performance.
With fast prototyping, an array of testing, and sheer intuition, we will be in the air in no time. We are very thankful
for the generous support of ESS, helping make projects like
this possible. The Thunderbirds hope that our study into the
practical and fundamental elements of flight will be useful in
promoting the SAE Aero Micro-class Lakehead chapter for
future teams. Also, throughout the challenges and lessons
learned through this project, we hope to gain a better depth
of understanding for aircraft technology and its practical applications in the world of drones and unmanned aerial operations.
Editor’s Note: Any third years looking for degree project inspiration should check out the presentations in late March.
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Progression in Cinema
By: Blake Havill
While Technicolor may be the most famous color process
for films, the first to be used was Kinemacolor. There is one
method that pre-dates both of these.
George Melies was a film director whose career spanned
from the late 1800s to the early 1900s. His most famous film,
and possibly the most famous colour film before Kinemacolor
and Technicolor were around, is a A Trip to the Moon. It was released in 1902, predating any commercial colour processes for
film. The colour edition of this film was produced by handpainting each individual frame of film. There were 13,375 frames
in total.
The most recent leading development pertaining to the visuals in film is the advent of Stagecraft technology. This made its
debut in the new Disney show, the Mandalorian. It is essentially
a virtual environment produced by gigantic high-resolution
screens. It can completely remove the need to film on location.
Both Melies and Lucasfilm have created wonderfully immersive environments and worlds. Although the Mandalorian is
visually more appealing we can consider Lucasfilm to be building
of the pioneering of Melies in the world of cinema. The engineering behind these works of art is nothing but astounding and
demonstrates exactly what is possible when dedicated engineers
push the bounds of imagination.
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Changi Airport
By: Blake Havill
In 2019, Changi Airport in Singapore was rated the best airport in the world for the seventh consecutive year. This streak is
sure to continue with the official opening of the newest building, Jewel, taking place on October 18, 2019.
Jewel may be one of the most impressive buildings ever
constructed. Lead architect, Moshe Safdie, stated that the inspiration for the building was a “mythical garden”. Having been to
Jewel myself, it feels like no other garden I have ever been in.
The indoor waterfall alone makes the building worth visiting.
Adding in the 2,000 trees and well over 50,000 shrubs makes
this feel like a place you could spend a week in.
I had a 9 hour layover in Singapore and I felt like it was
barely enough. I landed in the early afternoon, so I got to experience the Jewel during both the day and night. While the building is gorgeous during the day, the lightshow at night gives you a
whole new appreciation of how impressive the building is.
Singapore has been described as a city in a garden. Jewel
is just one example of many that live up to this description. The
most famous mega-development in the city is the Marina Bay
Sands, also designed by Moshe Safdie. The rooftop has a skypark with 250 trees and 650 plants. While this number is
dwarfed by what is contained in Jewel, easily visible from the
rooftop is the 250 acre Gardens by the Bay. Contained within
this garden are too many plants to count.
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Engineers in Action
By Blake Havill
Pictures of the Engineers in Covies around the community. Look for us at future events and get involved! Feel free to submit pictures to us on social media or at esspub@lakeheadu.ca
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Haikuna Matata 2: Electric Boogaloo
By: Maxime Samson

Fleecy little lamb
Leaps and bounds into the spring
I see a Jumper
-James May

A shrine bell sounding
Shinkansen shamisen
A petal falling
-James May

Japan, your meaning
May be in Matsushima
Or a pickled plum

-James May
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The Engineering Crossword
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